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Four Approaches to Supposition
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“In general, a supposition is a form of provisional belief revision
in which a person accepts some proposition as true and makes
the minimum changes in her other opinions needed to accommodate this modification.”
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In categorical contexts, we rely on our ordinary current opinions to
assess propositions, while suppositions trigger shifts in the modal base.
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This suggests a semantic difference between two modes of supposition.
Indicative/‘epistemic’ suppositions trigger revisions that align those that
would follow from learning that the supposition is true.
Subjunctive/‘ontic’ suppositions elicit the agent’s counterfactual
opinions about how things would be if the supposition were suddenly
made true through a ‘local miracle’ or ‘ideal intervention’.

Indeed, different belief change operations are needed to characterise the
shifts triggered by indicative and subjunctive suppositions.

Indeed, different belief change operations are needed to characterise the
shifts triggered by indicative and subjunctive suppositions.
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Suppose that Oswald didn’t shoot Kennedy...
Theories of supposition can be partitioned along another dimension.
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Consider the following minimal pair differing only in grammatical mood:
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In sum, this leaves four species of suppositional theories:
Qualitative-Indicative

Quantitative-Indicative

(AGM Revision)

(Conditionalization)

Qualitative-Subjunctive

Quantitative-Subjunctive

(KM Update)

(Imaging)
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Our approach differs from previous explorations of the connections
between probabilistic and qualitative revision such as [6, 7, 9, 1].
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B is consistent, i.e. ? < Cn(B), and

B is deductively closed, i.e. B = Cn(B).

So, while we still consider how things fare without Cogency, our most
interesting results will involve cogent Lockean agents.
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We set this issue aside as largely orthogonal to our more general
interests in the relative behaviour of Lockean and qualitative theories.

S := {X : b S (X ) > t }
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Cogency: A set of belief B is cogent just in case:

Generalising LTt to suppositional judgments lets us define operators
driven by quantitative accounts as follows:
t
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This presupposition corresponds to requiring that B is cogent.

The Lockean Thesis is often discussed (esp. in the context of the Lottery
paradox) as a synchronic coherence requirement on credence & belief.

B
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In general, our approach is in tension with the knowledge level
representation presupposed by qualitative theories.

Instead, we rely on the simplistic threshold-based account from the
Lockean Thesis as a bridge principle allowing us to construct qualitative
judgments that cohere with underlying quantitative ones.
For some t 2 [1/2, 1] : X 2 B , b (X ) > t
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“We can regard imaging as a probabilistic version of update and
conditionalization as a probabilistic version of revision.”
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The agent’s credences are1 represented by a classical probability t
For some t 2 [ /2, 1] : X 2 B , b (X ) > t
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function b : A 7! [0, 1].

The intuitive connections between these accounts are often drawn—e.g.
in their seminal paper, Katsuno and Mendelzon [4, p.184] write:
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On the subjunctive side: we contrast KM update with the imaging rule.
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On the indicative side: we contrast AGM revision with conditionalization.
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The Gärdenfors postulates below axiomatise AGM’s revision operator:
We start with the quantitive theory given by Bayesian conditionalization:
b S (X ) := b (X | S ) =

But, things are a bit more subtle (and surprising) as we can see by
(*1) B ⇤ S = Cn(B ⇤ S )
(Closure)
inspecting two weakened versions of Preservation:
(*2) S 2 B ⇤ S
(Success)

b (X ^ S )
b (S )

(*3)v ) BIf⇤ES, X✓ 2BB,
+ then
S
(*4
¬X < B ⇤ E

(*4)w ) IfIf¬ES 2< B,
Cnthen
(B), B
then
(*4
✓ BB⇤✓EB ⇤ S

Applying the scheme from earlier lets us define the > operator:

Some conventions:

*4v *4w *4
In earlier work [8], we
established
that
Preservation
is at the center of the
[ ,1]
X
>
difference between AGM and Lockean revision as seen below.
> + Cogency
X
X
1
>[ /2, ) + Cogency
*1
*2 X *3 X *4 X *5
*6

we write > when the threshold is irrelevant, and
we let >[m,n] to denote the class of >t operators such that m  t  n.
Next, we consider how > holds up under the Gärdenfors postulates.
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X

(Weak Preservation)

We find a notable bound on t at the inverse golden ratio (

This is largely since

X

'

(Very Weak Preservation)

(*4w ) If E 2 B, then B ✓ B ⇤ E
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But, things are a bit more subtle (and surprising) as we can see by
inspecting two weakened versions of Preservation:
(*4v ) If E , X 2 B, then ¬X < B ⇤ E

X

>

This is largely since is the unique positive value such that x 2 = 1
> + Cogency
X
X
X
X
X
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(Weak(Preservation)
Preservation)

(*5) If S is consistent, then B ⇤ S is consistent
(Consistency)
We find a notable
bound on t at the inverse golden ratio ( ⇡ 0.618).
(*6) If S , S 0 , then B ⇤ S = B ⇤ S 0
(Extensionality)

B >t S := {X : b (X | S ) > t }
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“Imaging [. . . ] gives a minimal revision in this sense: unlike all
other revisions [. . . ], it involves no gratuitous movement of probability from worlds to dissimilar worlds.”
Imaging relies on a selection function : W ⇥ L 7! W subject to the
following conditions familiar from the Stalnaker conditional.

Applying our scheme from earlier we define the _ operator:
B _ S := {X : bS (X )

(w , Y ).
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Now, we consider _ in terms of the KM postulates for update.
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This shifts the probability mass from to each w to the nearest X -world.

So, (w , X ) is the unique closest world to w satisfying X .
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>
>
b (w ) +
b (u) if w 2 ~S 
>
>
>
>
<
u2~¬S 
bS (w ) := >
>
w
= ( u ,S )
>
>
>
>
:0
otherwise

As Lewis [5, p. 311] described it:

Uniformity: If (w , X ) |= Y and (w , Y ) |= X , then (w , X ) =

Remaining Comparisons

Formally, (general) imaging b on X , denoted bX (·), is defined:

For subjunctives, we consider the quantitative account given by imaging.

Centering: If w |= X , then (w , X ) = w.

Subjunctive Theories
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Consider the syntactic formulation of the KM postulates [4]:
(^0)

Like with > and (*1)–(*6), there’s not full correspondence.

B ^ S = Cn(B ^ S )

^0

(^1) S 2 B ^ S

_

(^2) If S 2 B then B = B ^ S

(^3) If B and S are consistent, then B ^ S is consistent
(^5) B ^ (S1 ^ S2 ) ✓ (B ^ S1 ) + S2

(^6) If S1 2 B ^ S2 and S2 2 B ^ S1 , then B ^ S1 = B ^ S2

[↵P (X ) + (1

(^7) If B is complete, then B ^ (S1 _ S2 ) ✓ (B ^ S1 ) + (B ^ S2 )

Eva, Shear, and Fitelson

^

S ) \ (B2

^

X

^2

^3

^4

^5

X

X

^6

^7

^8

X

X

Note: (^8) is analogous to the fact established by Gardenförs [2, p. 113]
that a probability update is an instance of imaging just in case it
preserves mixtures, i.e.

(^4) If ` S1 ⌘ S2 , then B ^ S1 = B ^ S2

(^8) (B1 \ B2 ) ^ S = (B1

^1

↵)P 0 (X )]S = ↵PS (X ) + (1

↵)PS0 (X )

S)
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We strengthen Cogency to include closure under the Stalnaker
conditional (!), where w |= X ! Y , (w , X ) |= Y .

Setup
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2
3

B is consistent, i.e. ? < Cn(B),

B is deductively closed, i.e. B = Cn(B), and

With this in place, we get a general satisfaction of the KM postulates.

+ !-Cogency

^0

^1

^2

^3

^4

^5

^6

^7

^8

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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For _ and the AGM postulates, we find that there is no threshold for
which (⇤ 4) is satisfied (even under the assumption of !-Cogency).
_

+ !-Cogency
+ Cogency

>[1/2, ]

*1

*2

*3

X
X

X
X

X
X

*4

*5

*6

X

X
X

X
X

Indicative Quantitative

(AGM Revision)

(Conditionalization)

Subjunctive Qualitative

Subjunctive Quantitative

(KM Update)

(Imaging)

>
> + Cogency
>[1/2, ] + Cogency

^1

X
X

X
X
X

^2

X
X
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satisfies the KM postulates when Cogency is extended to include
closer under the Stalnaker conditional.
_

In future work, we plan to explore:

^3

^4

^5

^6

^7

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
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> satisfies the AGM postulates when Cogency is assumed and t is
restricted to [1/2, ].

^8

Lockean operators based on other types of imaging aside from
general imaging,
Lockean operators from a semantic perspective,
explicit suppositional reasoning and choice for Lockean agents,and

Here, (^7) is satisfied only under when Cogency and t 2 [1/2, ] are
assumed, while there is no threshold such that > will satisfy (^8).
Eva, Shear, and Fitelson
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We gave a Lockean vindication to the widely claimed parallel between
revision/conditionalization and update/imaging.

The situation is also interesting for > and the KM postulates:
^0

References

We found an even tighter parallel between imaging and KM update than
between conditionalization and revision as no special threshold was
needed.
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To conclude, we consider the remaining diagonal comparisons.
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Indicative Qualitative

B is closed under !, i.e. X , X ! Y 2 B implies Y 2 B.

_

Subjunctive Theories

We’ve now made two pairwise comparisons:

!-Cogency: A set of belief B is !-cogent just in case:
1

Indicative Theories

other varieties of Lockean operators.
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